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This classic book, reissued for new readers, features large-scale, active pictures that transport

readers along with the fire engine to the scene of a fire, where they will witness firefighters connect

their hoses and save the day. Illustrations.
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this simple story with its rythmic prose and sounds aplenty has enthralled my twins. The pictures

feature lots of firetrucks and gently show hose, axe and ladder action at the fire itself - just the sort

of thing that they couldn't quite imagine on their own yet are terribly curious about. Most early fire

truck books sanitize the actual firefighting ( I don't know, too scary or glamorizing fire perhaps?) but

those just left my kids confused. What do firemen DO, Mommy?The trucks are quite dated in the

pictures - circa 1945 perhaps - so purists might object that they aren't what one sees today, but my

kids have never noticed. To us, its just a beautifully illustrated, interesting book for the very young.

I bought this for my four year old son for a stocking stuffer. The story is cute and he can sit through

the story while being read to him. He moved fire trucks and I find him flipping through the pages on

his own. Overall a good purchase and was a good price.



I was looking to expand my little one's library, with his birthday coming up. He LOVES to read and

loves Little Golden Books. I always did too, when I was young, and I wanted to collect a few more of

the "classics" to add to our shelf. This one was on the list of the most popular, and since my son's

grandpa is a fire chief, I decided it was a must-have. The illustrations are dated, but still fabulous,

and the sound effects that are written into the story are sure to be a hit with my little boy who loves

to make noise! I have a feeling this will soon become one of his favorites, right up there with the

Poky Little Puppy, The Little Red Caboose, and Scuffy The Tugboat.

I wanted to get my 3 year old nephew books that my sister and I enjoyed as a child and these were

the first that popped into my mind. I am very pleased that the quality of Little Golden Books is still

there! Looking forward to sharing this stories with him for years to come.

Obviously these little golden books classics speak for themselves... The same stories my parents

read to me, same great illustrations... i bought several Of these books to tear the pages out and

make a bunting for a book themed baby shower

My almost 4 year old son is obsesses with garbage trucks, construction vehicles, and fire engines.

This book was a great fit. Though not reading yet - he looks at the pictures and makes up his own

stories. Looks like images drawn years ago, not like some of the high tech book images you can get

today (we have those too) and it is a nice change to a more simpler time. The hardcover is a must if

your kids play rough.

These books are adorable. This version was cheaply made and very flimsy. Not something I will be

letting my 15 mo son play with any time soon. I do love the books though. We have some very old

copies and are adding to that ongoing collection.

Classic!!!!!! Awesome pictures, every fireman lover will appreciate this book. My son LOVES it. They

just don't make them like this anymore. Easy to read, no big story line. Straightforward. Did I

mention the amazing pictures!? If your kid likes fire trucks this is the book for them!
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